ASSIGNED DRAWINGS AND DUE DATES • Art 217

DUE 9/8
1. Copy front and side view of measured head on 18” X 24” paper. Head height 10”- graphic pencil. Use the hand out of the 5 “eyed” head to copy. Include the measurements and proportions. (Images on ECC Life Drawing web page)

DUE 9/22
2. Copy 3 views of “5eyed” torso, graphic, 10” to 14”” high---included measurements, graphic pencil, 18” X 24” paper (Images on ECC Life Drawing web page)

SKELETON TEST

DUE 10/6
3. Copy the last 3 views from contrapposto handout, 12” high, use guide lines, lightly box in the pelvis, thorax and skull, graphic pencil, 18” X 24” paper. (Images on ECC Life Drawing web page)

DUE 10/15
FIRST PORTFOLIO DUE: 4 Designated drawings from classroom

DUE 10/27
4. Reproduction of Master drawing to be copied.

DUE 11/12
5. Choose a Portrait drawing from a “master” and copy. Include a photocopy of the “master” drawing. 18” X 24” paper.

DUE 11/24
SECOND PORTFOLIO: 4 Designated drawings from classroom